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Buenos Aires, August 9, 2017 - S.A. San Miguel A.G.I.C.I. y F., a leading company in the production, export and 
processing of citrus fruits in the Southern hemisphere, announced its income statement for the first half period 
ended on June 30, 2017. The financial and operating information herein contained is based on the 
consolidated financial statements submitted in Argentine pesos and prepared in accordance with the 
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). 
 
 

The Company___________________________________________________________ 

 

S.A. SAN MIGUEL A.G.I.C.I. y F. is a global, agro-industrial firm, of Argentine origin, with a business model 

oriented towards the customer. The company is the main producer and exporter of fresh citrus fruit in the 

Southern hemisphere, and a world leader in the processing of citrus products with added value, particularly 

reaching 15% of the global lemon grinding industry. With 62 years of experience ‒and through its significant 

position in the lemon market‒, the company has succeeded in developing a high efficiency logistic platform 

and a very important market penetration. The major supermarkets and mass consumption multinational 

companies demand fresh fruit or the industrial by-products therefrom, not only lemons, but also sweet citrus 

fruits (orange, tangerine and grapefruit) and their by-products. San Miguel is renowned for its 200 customers 

in more than 50 countries as a provider of reliable citrus fruit that handles high quality standards, but especially 

as a long-term partner with whom values and working methods respectful of people and environmentally 

friendly are shared. We have a comprehensive business model in place, which contemplates the market view 

and comprises all stages of the value chain process.  

OUR VISION 
Being the leading citrus fruit company in the Southern hemisphere, and one of value-added industrial fruit 
and vegetable products. 
 
OUR STRATEGY 
San Miguel has a leading position in the lemon market, which allowed us to acquire know-how and develop 
business relationships with global customers, on whom the company leverages to expand its business to sweet 
citrus fruits, and eventually to other fruits and vegetables.  
The society has a comprehensive business model in place with operations strategically located in the major 
citrus fruit producing and exporting countries in the Southern hemisphere. This allows us to have a leading 
position in the fresh citrus fruit market during the off-season, as well as in by-products throughout the year.  
Multi-source production can mitigate the main risks associated with the citrus fruit activity, linked to climatic, 
phytosanitary and macroeconomic factors, by reducing the variability in fruit supply and ensuring a steady 
supply that is a differential and strategic value for our major international clients.  
 
OUR BUSINESS SEGMENTS 
San Miguel has two supplementary business units. On the one hand, it is dedicated to the production and 

marketing of fresh fruit intended mainly to large supermarket chains in the Northern hemisphere. On the 

other hand, it produces processed food through the grinding of citrus fruit, which is marketed mainly to leading 

companies with participation in the beverage, pharmaceutical, fragrance and food industries, through medium 

and long-term contracts. 
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MULTI-SOURCE PRODUCTION 
San Miguel is the main fruit and vegetable growing company in 

the region, with multi-source production, and has its own 

farms, industrial operations and associated strategic producers 

in Argentina, Uruguay and South Africa. It is positioned as the 

main Argentinian exporter of lemon, and one of the main 

exporters of citrus fruit from Uruguay and South Africa; the 

Company exports an average of 130,000 tons of fresh fruit per 

year, with a balanced offer between lemon and sweet citrus 

fruit (tangerines, oranges and grapefruits). Soon, as it was 

announced, San Miguel will start its own operations in Peru as 

of the third quarter of 2017.    
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Executive Summary of the period_____________________________________________________ 

 

The weeks following the first half of the year were characterized by the purchase announcement of all shares 
and votes of Agrícola Hoja Redonda S.A., a company based in Peru with an area of 1,708 hectares suitable for 
plantations and the first producer of tangerines in that country. This investment assures the presence of San 
Miguel in one of the main citrus fruit producing countries worldwide, reinforcing its commitment to growth 
communicated to its shareholders, giving the Company an exit door to the Pacific, and increasing its chances 
of supplying fruit to the Asian and North American markets. 

 

The second quarter of the year is characterized by the beginning of the activity, which also reaches its 
maximum operating levels. During that period, a significant proportion of the raw material to be 
commercialized during the year is produced, both as fresh fruit and as processed food, and the market trends 
start to be identified for both production volumes and for price and quality. 

 

During the second quarter of the year, two trends have been confirmed which had been already envisaged 
during the previous quarter. On the one hand, it was verified that the beginning of the fresh fruit cycle had 
greater stocks of citrus fruit in the Northern hemisphere (influenced by a cycle with very good production 
results in Spain). This factor, combined with an early fruit ripening in Argentina, was directly involved in the 
fall of prices and in a reduced opportunity window for the marketing of fresh citrus products exported from 
the Southern hemisphere. On the other hand, the lowest lemon production in Tucumán for the year was also 
confirmed, estimated at an annual decrease of about 20 per cent. Production expectations in Uruguay remain 
good and in line with their historical averages, while in South Africa they are slightly lower. 

 

Additionally, higher production, logistics and administration costs are observed during the first half, due to 
the following issues: i) contexts of price increases and net exchange rate appreciations in the three countries 
where operations are carried out; ii) lower fixed-cost absorption due to a lower fruit production in Argentina; 
and iii) higher levels of depreciation included in the cost of goods sold (as a result of adopting the amendments 
to the IAS 16 “Property, Plant and Equipment” and the IAS 41 “Agriculture” in 2016), estimated at 49 million 
Argentine pesos. 

   

The above-mentioned issues related to the fall of fresh food prices and the higher costs, combined with a 
larger proportion of fruit sales by strategic producers (48% in 2017 vs. 42% in 2016), have reduced the gross 
and operating profit margins, resulting in a negative net result and in a slightly positive EBITDA for the first 
half, similar to that of the first half of 2015. 

 

It is important to emphasize the marked intra-annual seasonality of this business, and remember that during 
the second half of the year approximately 90 per cent of processed food sales are materialized, with average 
prices and marginal contributions that remain solid. In addition, approximately 50 per cent of fresh fruit sales, 
in general with a higher proportion of internal production, take place in an expected market context having 
more favorable conditions than those recorded in the first half. Furthermore, the recent strengthening of the 
Euro (the currency in which most of the exports of the Company are concentrated) and the weakening of the 
Argentine Peso (the currency in which much of the cost is concentrated) improve the competitiveness 
conditions for this second half of the year. 
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Note: The income statement balances belong to the six-month periods ended in June 30, 2017, 2016 and 2015, 
respectively, as well as Capex expenses and depreciation amounts. Working Capital, Fixed Assets, Net Debt and 
Shareholders’ Equity values, as well as the ratios included, arise from the balances as of June 30, 2017 and December 31, 
2016 and 2015, respectively.   

Highlights 

o The consolidated sales for the first half of 2017 amounted to ARS 1.224 billion, with a 4% decrease 
over the same period of 2016. 

o The fresh fruit sales were 3% higher than those recorded in the same period of 2016, with a greater 
proportion of strategic fruit producers and less internal fruit production.  

o The price per ton of fresh lemon exported, measured in USD, was 20% lower than the price of the first 
half period of 2016.  In ARS, the price per ton was 10% lower than that recorded in 2016. 

o The consolidated gross margin for the first half period was 27%, below that for the same period of 
2016, similar to the gross margin of the first half of 2015. 

o The operating income for the first half period was slightly negative, resulting from the combination of 
fresh fruit lower average prices and higher production, logistics and administration costs. 
 

 

 

  

Key financial indicators

AR$ in millions 06.30.2017 06.30.2016 06.30.2015 Delta vs. 2016 % Delta vs. 2015 %

Sales 1.224             1.281             462                 -56                            -4,4% 762                           164,7%

Operating income -18                 300                 23                   -318                         -106,1% -41                            -179,1%

Net income -110               49                   -20                 -158                         -325,6% -89                            439,7%-                            -                            

EBITDA 9                     259                 2                     -250                         -96,6% 7                                285,9%

EBITDA Margin 0,7% 20,2% 0,5%

Working capital 1.933             623                 530                 1.311                       210,5% 1.403                       264,7%

Fixed assets 2.073             1.878             1.617             195                           10,4% 456                           28,2%

Net debt 2.073             1.112             1.074             961                           86,5% 999                           93,0%

Shareholders' Equity 1.903             1.369             1.053             534                           39,0% 850                           80,7%-                            #¡DIV/0!-                            #¡DIV/0!

CAPEX 137                 156                 193                 -19                            -12,3% -56                            -29,1%
-                            

Depreciation and amortizations 71                   59                   14                   12                             20,8% 58                             428,9%

Liquidity 1,30               1,65               1,12               

Equity to liabilities Ratio 0,37               0,50               0,42               

Fixed / Total assets 0,34               0,55               0,54               

(Curr. Assets/ Curr. Liabilities)

(Equity / Total Liabilities)

(Non-Curr. Assets / Total Assets)
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Some comments on consolidated income ______________________________ 

Income statement 

  
 

 

 

Supplementary financial information 

Although production at the beginning of the campaign 2017 has been similar to that recorded in the same 

period of 2016, a lower lemon production in Tucumán for the 2017 aggregate is still expected. Production 

expectations in Uruguay remain positive and in line with the historical average of that country, while 

production in South Africa is expected to be slightly lower than that of 2016. 

As mentioned above, the beginning of the campaign was influenced by prices lower than expected due to an 

increased lemon supply in the European market. Furthermore, the harvesting operation and the packaging 

production in Argentina were first affected by a number of rainy days greater than usual and then by a workers' 

strike in the context of salary and working condition negotiations. The packaging production in Uruguay was 

also affected by an incident that had a minor impact on operations. By the issuance date of this release, the 

packaging production and citrus fruit exports from all sources where the Company operates are under normal 

operating conditions, and also citrus fruit grinding in the different industrial facilities also is in full 

development. 

Income statement

AR$ in millions 06-2017 06-2016 06-2015 Delta vs. 2016 % Delta vs. 2015 %

Net sales 1.224           1.281           462               -56                            -4,4% 519                           -923,6%

COGS -891             -752             -331             -139                         18,4% -192                         138,9%

Gross income 333               528               131               -195                         -36,9% 326                           -167,5%

Gross margin 27,2% 41,2% 28,4%

Changes in value of biological assets 41                 63                 32                 -22                            0,0% 54                             0,0%

Commercial expenses -211             -161             -71               -51                            31,7% -20                            38,8%

Administrative expenses -181             -131             -69               -50                            38,4% -19                            38,0%

Operating income -18               300               23                 -318                         -106,1% 341                           -107,3%

Operating margin -1,5% 23,4% 5,0%

Net financial results -161             -193             -72               32                             -16,6% -104                         -325,9%

Other income and expenses -13               1                   12                 -14                            -1830,5% 26                             -186,1%

Profit from investments in associates -4                  -2                  6                   -1                              56,5% 8                                -560,6%

Net income (loss) before income tax -196             105               -31               -301                         287,3% 270                           89,7%

Income tax 87                 -56               11                 143                           -254,2% -132                         -92,5%

Net income (loss) for the year -110             49                 -20               -158                         325,6% 138                           87,2%

Translation difference from valuation of 

investments in associates
37                 78                 11                 -41                            -52,7% 52                             -126,9%

Total Comprehensive Income -73               127               -9                  -199                         -157,2% 190                           -95,4%

EBITDA

Operating income -18               300               23                 

Property, plant and equip. depreciations 128               94                 -               

Agricultural depreciations 2016 /2015 -91               -               -               

Agricultural depreciations 2015 /2014 -               -               -               

Other income and expenses 51                 108               -               

EBITDA 69                 501               23                 

EBITDA margin 5,7% 39,1% 5,0%
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Cost of Goods Sold 

The cost of goods sold (COGS) accounted for 73% of the sales during the first half of 2017, as compared to 59% 

in 2016. The operating costs (harvesting, packaging processing, industrial processing), both fixed and variable, 

were increased in Argentine pesos as compared to the figures recorded in the same period of 2016. 

In Argentina, a cumulative inflation of 23% was recorded at country level for the last twelve months. Within 

labor costs, the main factor contributing to this increase was the salary adjustment negotiated with the Union 

of Rural Workers and Dockworkers (Sindicato de Trabajadores Rurales y Estibadores, UATRE). 

In South Africa, during the last twelve months, an appreciation of the Rand (currency in which a big portion of 

its costs is stated) of approximately 12% against the US Dollar and of 26% against the Argentine Peso was 

observed, while the average cumulative inflation during the same period was approximately 5%. This means 

that the increase in Argentine Pesos of the costs stated in Rands was approximately 31%.  

On the one hand, in Uruguay an appreciation of the Uruguayan Peso (currency in which a big portion of its 

costs is stated) was observed during the last twelve months of approximately 7% against the US Dollar and of 

18% against the Argentine Peso, while inflation for the same period was 5%. This means that the increase in 

Argentine Pesos of the costs stated in Uruguayan Pesos was approximately 23%. 

On the other hand, the cost per ton of fruit produced ‒cost incurred during 2016, capitalized as a current 

biological asset as of December‒ has risen due to two factors: (i) Such costs include higher depreciations by 

approximately 49 million pesos, as a result of adopting the amendments to the IAS 16 “Property, Plant and 

Equipment” and to the IAS 41 “Agriculture” in 2016. ii) The lower production of own fruit in Argentina implies 

a greater unit cost per ton, when distributing the same face amount of capitalized agriculture cost on a smaller 

production in tons. 

Finally and because of a lower fruit production generalized situation in Tucumán, the average unit cost per 

ton bought from strategic producers was higher than that recorded in 2016. 

Overhead and Marketing Expenses 

Both marketing and administrative expenses suffered from the effects of inflation in Argentina. As regards the 

costs of logistics, in particular, an increase of 39% was recorded, largely explained by the cost of internal long-

distance freights, which account for an important part of marketing expenses. 

Likewise, as regards administrative expenses, another major impact was recorded in the cost of salaries and 

social security contributions, with a year-on-year increase of 36.5%.  

In addition to the aforementioned variables, the Company's growth in recent years has generated the need 

for proactive changes in its corporate and control structure. Its current corporate structure will allow a 

seamless integration of the new operation in Peru and facilitate the capture of much of the value-added in the 

investment made.  

In this context, the implementation of SAP operating system and the redesign of many of the internal 

processes were completed during the financial year 2016. The systems maintenance and operation, as well as 

the restructuring costs of the different organizations and fees for services provided, have required an increase 

in the administrative expenses, which account for approximately 23% of the variation as compared to the 

same period of 2016. It is restated that both the new systems and the structure implemented are considered 

necessary for the future growth of the Company.  

Translation related to the valuation of interests in associated companies 

The translation of incomes and the net-worth position of the subsidiaries in Uruguay and South Africa, whose 

operating currency is different from the reporting currency of the Company, generate the exchange rate 
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difference that is recognized in the comprehensive income statement as “Translation difference related to the 

valuation of interests in associated companies”.  

The effect of net income observed during the first half period of the financial year consists of the profit 

resulting from the devaluation of the Argentine peso against the dollar (Uruguay business operating currency), 

and of the profit from the devaluation of the Argentine peso against the South African Rand (South Africa 

business operating currency) during that period. In the same period of the previous financial year, the 

Argentine peso was devalued against the US dollar and the South African Rand, thus generating positive results 

in both cases. 

 

Gross revenues and income per business line 

 

The net sales consist of the total sales, after the deduction of refunds and export duties. During 2016, export 

duties were eliminated for both processed products and exports of fresh fruit in Argentina. 

 

Global Supply Strategy 2017  

Our Global Supply Strategy has allowed achieving increased sale volumes because of the development of 

associated strategic producers from new sources. As compared to the same period of the previous year, all 

fruit volumes from strategic producers increased, in all sources where the company operates, which allowed 

to reach the markets with earlier fruit. It should be noted that the fruit sale operations of associate producers 

have lower margins than the sales of own production fruit, but higher returns on invested capital. 

Sales and gross income

AR$ in million PF (*) FF Total PF (*) FF Total PF (*) FF

ARGENTINA

Net Sales 236               505               741               243               582               825               -2,9% -13,2%

COGS -203             -294             -497             -149             -257             -406             36,2% 14,4%

Gross Income 33                 211               244               94                 325               419               -64,9% -35,1%

Gross Margin 14,0% 41,8% 32,9% 38,7% 55,8% 50,8%

URUGUAY

Net Sales 11                 108               119               6                    102               108               83,3% 5,9%

COGS -11                -99                -110             -3                  -76                -78                335,8% 31,0%

Gross Income -                9                    9                    3                    26                 30                 -100,0% -65,9%

Gross Margin 0,0% 8,3% 7,6% 57,9% 25,9% 27,7%

SOUTH AFRICA

Net Sales 43                 357               400               65                 283               348               100,0% 26,1%

COGS -36                -284             -320             -62                -207             -269             100,0% 37,2%

Gross Income 7                    73                 80                 3                    76                 79                 100,0% -3,9%

Gross Margin 16,3% 20,4% 20,0% 4,2% 26,9% 22,6%

Intercompany Sales -36                -                -36                -                -                -                100,0% 0,0%

COGS 36                 -                36                 -                -                -                100,0% 0,0%

Net Sales 254               970               1.224           314               967               1.281           -19,0% 0,3%

Gross Income 40                 293               333               100               427               528               -60,1% -31,4%

Gross Margin 15,7% 30,2% 27,2% 31,9% 44,2% 41,2%

(*) San Miguel's financial statements do not consolidate its investment in Venco and Novacore Joint Ventures that the company has in 

South Africa and Uruguay, respectively. Sales of Processed Food business made by Uruguay and South Africa correspond to specific 

businesses related to the purchase and sale of oil, juice and peel.

1st Sem. 2017 1st Sem. 2016 Var. %
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Specifically during this campaign, the supply of fruit in the modality known as “outflows” was consolidated 

from Peru, Chile and Bolivia, intended for lemon export from Bolivia, and tangerine export from Peru and 

Chile. Furthermore, the supply of oranges from Egypt through our subsidiary in South Africa was also 

consolidated, as well as lemons supply from northern South Africa producers.  

As to the volumes of own fruit in Argentina, there was a scenario of parity in lemon as compared to the 

accumulated value as of the first half of 2016. However, the combination of the early ripening of this fruit and 

the presence of late fruit in the Northern hemisphere exerted a downward pressure on prices. In South Africa, 

there was a decline in production due to climatic factors, mainly heat and drought, which had a favorable 

impact on sweet citrus fruit prices. Production levels in Uruguay are in line with those of the previous period.  

For the remainder of the 2017 campaign, a scenario of higher demand on fruit volumes from Argentina and 

South Africa is anticipated, which will provide a strong support to the prices in the third quarter of 2017. 

 

Processed Food Business 

Comparatively, there has been a fruit shortage for market processing purposes over the same period of the 

previous year, which has led to a slight increase in the fruit purchase prices from strategic producers. This rise 

has had a partial impact by the grinding intended for the 2016 orders mentioned above. 

In terms of volume, there is an increase of approximately 22% in the accumulated grinding activity as of the 

end of the first half of 2017 as compared to the same period of the previous year. The demand for oil remains 

stable with prices slightly higher than in 2016. Besides, an improvement in juice prices is expected due to the 

lower availability of fruit for processing, and no significant changes are expected in the shell market for the 

remainder of the year. 

For the remainder of the campaign 2017, a slight decline is expected in the processing volume, due to the 

reduced availability of third-party fruit, traded in the spot market. Additionally, there is an expectation to 

further strengthening the development of the processed foods business through San Miguel participation in 

the related companies Venco and Novacore in South Africa and Uruguay, respectively. 

 

Fresh Fruit Business 

Although at the beginning of the campaign 2017, production has been in line with that of the same period in 

2016, a lower lemon production in Tucumán is still expected for the 2017 accumulated value. Furthermore, 

the harvesting operation and the packaging production in Argentina were affected by a number of rainy days 

higher than usual and by a workers' strike in the context of salary and working condition negotiations.  

Production expectations in South Africa remain positive and in line with the historical average of that country, 

while production is expected to be slightly lower than that of 2016 due to climate factors.  

Production expectations in Uruguay are positively ratified despite the incident recorded in the packaging of 

that country, which has had a minor impact on operations thanks to the rapid adaptation of personnel tasks.  

As of the date of publication of this overview, the production of citrus fruit packaging and exports are in normal 

operation at all sources where the company operates. 

In terms of pricing, as it was mentioned above, the beginning of the campaign was influenced by prices lower 

than expected due to an increased lemon supply in the European market. 
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Some comments on the consolidated financial position _______________________ 
 

 

As of June 30, 2017, the balance of “Other current financial assets” includes the funds generated by the 

issuance of new shares whose subscription period ended on March 8, 2017. As a consequence of the 

aforementioned issuance, 67,275,000 Class B ordinary shares were awarded resulting in a fund income of 

approximately ARS 706 million. The use of these funds will be aimed at the various objectives, such as those 

listed during the presentation at the Road Show and detailed in the Stock Issuance Prospectus, which were:  

(i) Up to 40% of the funds generated, allocated to investments with the potential to generate 

increases in fruit production volumes  

(ii) Up to 35% of the funds generated, allocated to the development of new industrial projects  

(iii) Up to 50% of the funds generated, allocated to the acquisition of companies or operations that 

fall within our vision   

  

Balance sheet

AR$ in millions 06.30.2017 06.30.2016 06.30.2015 Delta vs. 2016 % Delta vs. 2015 %

ASSETS

NON CURRENT ASSETS

Property, plant & equipment 2.287             2.153             1.827              134                           6,2% 460                           25,2%

Investment in associates 17                   17                   8                       1                                3,8% 10                             126,8%

Other non-current assets 77                   80                   80                    -3                              -3,7% -3                              -3,7%

Total Non-current Assets 2.381             2.249             1.914              132                           5,8% 467                           24,4%

CURRENT ASSETS

Inventories 1.046             408                 335                  638                           156,4% 710                           211,8%

Biological assets 559                 421                 245                  137                           32,6% 314                           128,1%

Other receivables 1.101             333                 330                  768                           231,0% 770                           233,2%

Trade receivables 1.010             151                 281                  859                           568,8% 729                           259,0%

Other financial assets 802                 296                 378                  506                           171,1% 423                           111,9%

Cash and cash equivalents 98                   234                 87                    -136                         -58,2% 11                             12,1%

Total Current Assets 4.615             1.842             1.658              2.772                       150,5% 2.957                       178,4%

TOTAL ASSETS 6.996             4.092             3.572              2.904                       71,0% 3.424                       95,9%

Shareholders' equity 1.903             1.369             1.053              534                           39,0% 850                           80,7%

LIABILITIES

NON CURRENT LIABILITIES

Loans 1.195             1.216             724                  -21                            -1,7% 472                           65,2%

Deferred income tax liabilities 308                 372                 297                  -64                            -17,2% 11                             3,8%

Other non-current liabilities 30                   19                   20                    11                             54,2% 10                             48,9%

Total Non-current Liabilities 1.533             1.607             1.041              -74                            -4,6% 493                           47,3%

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Accounts payable 1.547             544                 520                  1.004                       184,7% 1.028                       197,7%

Loans 1.777             425                 816                  1.353                       318,6% 961                           117,8%

Other current liabilities 235                 147                 142                  88                             59,8% 92                             65,0%

Total Current Liabilities 3.559             1.115             1.478              2.444                       219,2% 2.081                       140,8%

TOTAL LIABILITIES 5.092             2.722             2.519              2.370                       87,1% 2.574                       102,2%

TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 6.996             4.092             3.572              2.904                       71,0% 3.424                       95,9%
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Annex I – Information about volumes _________________________________ 

 

  

Tns of Fruit 1Q 16 2Q 16 3Q 16 4Q 16 1Q 17 2Q 17

Own Production

Argentina 6.160             77.040           90.060           6.426             7.864             76.950           

Uruguay 1.190             13.068           17.386           2.119             470                 10.726           

South Africa -                 14.804           17.443           2.894             -                 6.116             

TOTAL 7.350         104.912      124.889      11.439        8.334         93.792        

Strategic Producers

Argentina 5.500             54.904           67.756           864                 3.022             71.714           

Uruguay -                 1.739             1.504             -                 174                 2.587             

South Africa 372                 11.977           16.631           744                 897                 16.636           

TOTAL 5.872         68.620        85.891        1.608         4.093         90.937        

Processing Volume

Argentina 7.810             92.868           110.029        2.836             6.311             106.067        

Fresh Fruit Exports

Argentina 257                 27.409           37.602           756                 664                 26.655           

Uruguay 71                   4.884             7.938             1.197             174                 4.455             

South Africa 372                 19.370           32.721           2.581             897                 22.752           

TOTAL 700            51.663        78.261        4.534         1.735         53.862        

Processed Food Exports

Oil 46                   46                   493                 559                 60                   78                   

Juice 1.658             2.014             6.682             6.264             1.277             2.123             

Peel -                 1.214             4.604             6.304             -                 319                 
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Annex II – Evolution of the exchange rate and inflation _______________________ 
(2nd quarter - 12 moving months) 

Argentina 

        

 

Uruguay 

         

 

South Africa 
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